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"The great gift of Easter is hope - Christian hope which
makes us have that confidence in God, in his ultimate
triumph, and in his goodness and love, which nothing can
shake."
Basil C Hume, (1923-1999) Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster
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Easter Joy, New Life and Hope, Hope, Hope!
Dear Friends:
Happy, joyous Easter to you all.
When we think of last year, with the shock of the pandemic barely sinking in, churches closed and a
depth of fear many of us had never experienced before, this year’s limited celebrations were very good
indeed; it’s all relative! Of course, we long for the full sensory splendour of our Catholic liturgy and,
God willing, we will experience it next year. But I think it is easy for many of us to see the glass as halffull this year by comparison.
My US parish (Sacred Heart) is in the poor city of Camden, New
Jersey. I do not live in Camden; most of the parishioners live
elsewhere and attend in order to support the work of this parish.
We sponsor children in the school (which remains open without
diocesan support), hold weekly dinners for the neighbourhood and
provide many services our neighbours very much rely on.
On Good Friday morning this year, we were able to resume a very
special Via Crucis which had been suspended last year. We walk
the neighbourhood with a large cross and hold the Stations at
various locations along the broken streets, memorialising the
victims of 26 murders. The stories at each Station are, of course, heartbreaking, and I don’t want to
recount them here. But our pastor draws a clear line from the deaths of these victims to Jesus’s
crucifixion. There is a visceral power to this Via Crucis which makes our Easter celebrations all the
more authentic. We have looked Death in the face and have persevered. Life prevails. Christ is risen.
This all seems very far from Holy Trinity and St. George and the beautiful streets of Kendal, but I relate
it as a way of demonstrating how Holy Week violence is all too close in our inner cities and how
important our engagement and prayer is. Nothing illustrates the dance of Death and Rebirth more
clearly than the end of the liturgical year at Sacred Heart: On the Feast of Christ the King we invite the
families of those murdered during the year and hold a candle for each. And the following Sunday, as
Advent begins, candles are held by expectant mothers who are blessed with their unborn children.
Jesus knew all too well the violence we remember at our Via Crucis, but Death is not the last word.
Christ has vanquished Death and our Easter joy celebrates this reality. We are Easter people; we live
in hope and in service to one another. Jesus’s life was not an invitation to found a religion but a
roadmap to follow. We keep hope alive despite continued restrictions, despite the persistence of evil
in the world, despite our failings, despite it all.
Thanks as always to our contributors: Fr. Hugh, Raymond Daley, Kath Hargreaves, Pamela Boyes,
Jenny Davis, Caroline D’Arcy and Pauline Brooks. We could not produce this magazine without you!
The issues have been coming thick and fast, but we have a bit of a breather now. We will see you again
in the summer! Enjoy every moment of this beautiful, hopeful season! All being well, I will see you all
soon!
Celeste

Well, Happy Easter, everyone. As I write this, we are enjoying one or two days of beautiful sunshine
after two days of constant rain and, I think, more cold weather to come. Eleven degrees at the most.
But at least there will be a contrast with what will, I am sure, be a gorgeous summer as ever in Kendal!!
There is a definite sense of spring in the air, nevertheless; we never know what might be round the
corner, but the chance of things opening up again does look hopeful. Schools are back, and the
possibility of a haircut is in view, and even trips (whether round the UK or even abroad, who knows…?)
It has been good to have the church open this Easter. It seems strange to look back and remember
that we had no service last year (only live streamed) and, though limited in what we can do, at least
we can gather together, trying not to sing or join in the responses in the Passion, (that failed). We have
a little run of funerals just now, but I am looking forward to being able to start baptisms again, and we
are going to restart the First Holy Communion with a zoomed programme when term starts, with the
help of a selfless teacher, albeit with very limited numbers. We took a lot for granted before COVID19 arrived and we need to treasure both what we have learnt and also what we are hopefully about
to regain. So far, the vaccination programme seems to have gone well, and it is time that as a country
we turned our thoughts to helping others less fortunate. The very human sentiment to say, ‘Haven’t
we done well?’ to quote an old comedian, tends to be at the expense of others, and pride can well
come before a fall. Generosity of time and what we have has been a good lesson to take from this past
year as people of all sorts have been extremely caring and ready to work with others. That goes for
the church communities as well, though to be fair Kendal is good at this, anyway.
Let’s pray for all those we have lost. But at this time when we celebrate our Lord’s resurrection, and
the promise of ours, let’s enjoy the thought of the year to come and what we can offer in response to
Jesus our Brother’s gift to us of his own life.
Fr. Hugh
**********************************************************************************
“What the resurrection teaches us is not how to live, but how to live again, and again, and again!”
John Shea

Thomas Keating offers this comment to a question: Have we ever really understood how we are
saved by Jesus’s death more than two millennia ago?
“’Scripture provides examples of persons who actually had an insight into this ~ for instance, Mary of
Bethany, anointing Jesus at Simon the Leper’s house. By breaking the alabaster jar of very expensive
perfume over the whole body of Jesus and filling the house with that gorgeous scent, she seems to
have intuited what Jesus was about to do on the cross. The authorities were set on killing him. What
her lavish gesture symbolised was the deepest meaning of Jesus’s passion and death. The body of
Christ is the jar containing the most precious perfume of all time, namely, the Holy Spirit. It was about
to be broken open so that the Holy Spirit could be poured out over the whole of humanity ~ past,
present and to come ~ with boundless generosity. Until that body had been broken on the cross, the
full extent of the gift of God in Christ and its transforming possibilities for the human race could not be
known or remotely foreseen.’”
From The Passion and the Cross by Ronald Rolheiser

**********************************************************************************
Each issue of the HTSG Parish Magazine contains an article on the vital work of the Saint Vincent de
Paul Society submitted by Raymond Daley, SVP President. Here he explores Vincentian Spirituality.

What is Vincentian Spirituality?
As our logo above says, the SVP is all about turning our concern into action, because concern on its own is not
enough. Blessed Frédéric Ozanam and his companions founded the St. Vincent de Paul Society in 1833 and
chose St. Vincent de Paul as patron because of his special way of recognising the necessity to serve those in need.
The qualities that made Vincent an automatic choice were:
• His simplicity shown by integrity and genuineness
• His humility shown by his acceptance of each person’s frailty, together with their gifts and strengths. He
believed that all these gifts came from God and that we do nothing of worth without God’s grace.

• His sacrifice shown by the readiness to give up something in favour of doing something better
• His gentleness shown by the way he dealt with issues faced
• His commitment to people and their wellbeing and to their eternal happiness
These qualities became apparent to those who knew Vincent. His passion to help people both in mind and body
saw him set up organisations to help people spiritually (Congregation of the Mission – 1625) and physically (Ladies
of Charity - 1617, Daughters of Charity – 1633).
The original Conference founded by Blessed Frédéric Ozanam in 1833 in the Paris Sorbonne University tried to
capture the qualities shown by St. Vincent, and the young Conference was guided in their work by a Daughter of
Charity, Sr. Rosalie Rendu.
The SVP believes that we must:
• Show our love and respect to those we work with
• Deepen and strengthen the relationship between those who belong to the Society and God
• Support each other in all we do
Then we can:
• Seek out and find those who need our help
• Serve all cheerfully
• Respect the dignity of the individual
• Be non-judgemental
• Seek justice
• Be generous with our time and our possessions
How does Vincentian Spirituality affect me?
Service is a critical aspect of being a part of the SVP in any context. We are called to serve either as a member or
as someone who chooses to work for or support the Society. Each of us, in our own way, is called to serve.
Whatever our own personal view of life is, we must be able to reflect on the example shown to us by St. Vincent
de Paul and try to put his values into practice in our daily life. It is not always easy to go about our work with these
attributes. Practice does help us get it right, though, as does training. But we must never lose sight of the power
of God at work in our lives and the grace or help He gives to enable us to be successful in what we do.
How does Vincentian Spirituality affect the Conference?
The SVP is a spiritual society. By this I mean our work does not “spring from ourselves alone” but from our
relationship with God and the teachings and sacrifices of His Son, Our Lord, Jesus Christ. If we accept our Christian,
Vincentian calling, we accept as well the need to work together as members of the Society and the Body of Christ.
As members of a Parish Conference, we can grow individually and collectively when we meet in Vincentian
fellowship.

Throughout England and Wales, in their local communities, our volunteer members work in varied ways to give
people a sense of belonging. As well as offering friendship and support, our members give practical help such as
food, clothes, furniture or financial help when this is needed. They also organise trips and social events for older
people; help with transport to Mass and other parish events, raise funds to send children to holiday camps;
distribute emergency homeless packs (Vinnie Packs) to people on the streets; support prisoners, ex-offenders and
asylum seekers and generally respond to local need. We also do that when meeting with other members across
England and Wales. A significant part of the meeting is the spiritual reading. When we share the Word of God
and how it speaks to us, we are growing spiritually, both as members and as a Conference. Our sharing of insight
into the Gospels helps us understand more about what we are called to do. Often our work would fade away if
we were left to our own devices. As a group, we offer support and encouragement in a spiritual and practical way.
That is how we “Turn Concern into Action.”
Raymond Daley – Kendal SVP President
Email: raymondd@svp.org.uk

Website: www.svp.org.uk

**********************************************************************************
Compassion is to endure with the other, to suffer with the other, to draw near to the one who is
suffering. A word, a caress, but given from the heart; this is compassion, for the one who needs
comfort and consolation. This is more important than ever. Christian hope cannot do without
genuine and concrete charity.
—Excerpted from On Hope by Pope Francis

Jesus’s hope came from his trust in God. Jesus understood that his Passion was necessary for God to
complete the rest of the plan—the Resurrection. Because Jesus was hopeful, I have a reason for hope
in my own life. Because of Jesus’ trust in God, I have a reason to believe that in tough times, light will
eventually come.
—Excerpted from "Five Things the Spiritual Exercises Taught Me About Jesus"
by Becky Eldredge

**********************************************************************************
"Spring and Easter: a conspiracy between nature and religion, creation and redemption, to make
newness, to thaw things out, to rejuvenate and re-virginise, to make sunshine, to warm frozen places,
and to produce new buds on the trees and new enthusiasm in the heart! It's the season of
resurrection. At the end of winter, sometime after the first equinox, God is hard at it, melting earth
and melting hearts.
"We celebrate many things with Easter. The resurrection is not just the mystery of Christ rising from
the dead and of our future rising from the dead. It's life's spring ~ the event and power that brings
new life out of what's been crucified by winter, from what's died, from what lies frozen and
lifeless. Like nature needs spring each year, so, too, we need regular resurrections. Much of us lies
frozen, crucified, lifeless. It is possible to be dead and not know it, to be asleep and still think we are
awake, to be bitter as a slave and still think we are loving."
Ronald Rolheiser, The Passion and the Cross

*********************************************************************************

Our Lady Queen of Peace
Mary is traditionally honored as the “Holy Mother of God,” but she is also often referred to as
“Our Lady Queen of Peace.” Over the years, several popes have stressed the importance of this title.

At the time of the Marian apparitions in Fatima, (during which Mary –
the mother of the Prince of Peace – asked the world to pray for peace),
Benedict XV was pope. On 5th May, 1917, in the devastating wake of
World War I, Benedict added the invocation, “Queen of Peace, pray for
us,” to the Litany of Loreto.
On 31st October, 1942, Pope Pius XII called for a prayer crusade to the
Queen of Peace. Many recent papal encyclicals also ask Mary to intercede
for peace.
from “The Little Blue Book” 2018-2019, produced by the Diocese of Saginaw
**********************************************************************************
“Learn to look at things familiar until they look unfamiliar again.
Familiarity is the greatest of all illusions.”
G. K. Chesterton
********************************************************************************
“Matthew Malone, SJ, editor in chief of America magazine… relate[s] the story of Henry Lyautey, who
‘once suggested to his gardener that he plant a tree. The gardener objected, “This particular tree will
not flower for a hundred years.” To this the former French Army general replied, “In that case, plant
it this afternoon.”’”
Joyce Rupp in Boundless Compassion: Creating a Way of Life

**********************************************************************************

“Yes, the disciples followed Jesus...
but not on Twitter.”

Thanks to faithful contributor Pamela Boyes for the following contributions.
Have you ever been picked on because you are different? Or seen
someone else be bullied for something that isn’t their fault at all? The
4th of May is the United Nations’ Anti-Bullying Day – a day which raises
awareness of the damaging effects of bullying. The pain of being bullied
is the subject of Adrian Mitchell’s poem. His words, revealing the
damage that bullying can inflict, remind us how important it is always
to be kind.
Back in the Playground Blues
I dreamed I was back in the playground, I was about four feet high
Yes, I dreamed I was back in the playground, standing about four feet high
Well the playground was three miles long and the playground was five miles wide
It was broken black tarmac with a high wire fence all around
Broken black dusty tarmac with a high fence running all around
And it had a special name to it, they called it The Killing Ground
Got a mother and a father they’re one thousand years away
The rulers of The Killing Ground are coming out to play
Everybody thinking: “Who they going to play with today?”
Well you get it for being Jewish
And you get it for being black
Get it for being chicken
Get it for fighting back
You get it for being big and fat
Get it for being small
O those who get it and get it
For any damn thing at all
Sometimes they take a beetle, tear off its six legs one by one
Beetle on its black back, rocking in the lunchtime sun
But a beetle can’t beg for mercy, a beetle’s not half the fun
Heard a deep voice talking, it had that iceberg sound
“It prepares them for life” – but I have never found
Any place in my life that’s worse than The Killing Ground.

24.10.1932 – 20.12.2008

This is a very easy recipe which I have used for years and is one of my daughter’s and grandaughter’s
favourite homemade biscuits. Of course, they can be enjoyed any time not only at Easter!

Traditional Easter Cookies
Makes about 30

225 g/8 oz butter softened
140 g/5 oz caster sugar, plus extra for sprinkling
1 egg yolk, lightly beaten
280 g/10 oz plain flour
1 tsp mixed spice
1 tbsp mixed peel
55g/2 of currants
1 egg white, lightly beaten
Pinch of salt
Method
Put the butter and sugar into a bowl and mix well with a wooden spoon, then beat in the egg yolk.
Sift together the flour, mixed spice and a pinch of salt into the mixture, add the mixed peel and currants
and stir until combined.
Halve the dough, shape into balls, wrap in clingfilm and chill in the refrigerator for 30-60 minutes.
Preheat the oven to 190 C/375F/Gas Mark 5.
Line two baking sheets with baking parchment.
Unwrap the dough and roll out between two sheets of baking parchment.
Stamp out cookies with a 6 cm/2-1/2 inch round fluted cutter and put them on the prepared baking
sheets, spaced well apart.
Bake for 7 mins., then brush with the egg white and sprinkle with caster sugar.
Return to the oven and bake for a further 5-8 mins., until light golden brown.
Leave to cool on the baking sheets for 5-10 mins., then using a palette knife transfer to wire racks to
cool completely.
*****

SPRING
I love this season, and there is nowhere better to live than the Lake District at this time of the year.
Newborn lambs arrive in the fields and the spring flowers in the gardens make a colourful display. A
welcome sight after the drabness of winter. Everyone will have their own favourite spring flower and
mine is the daffodil. Wordsworth’s “Daffodils” was my mum’s favourite poem, and even when
suffering from Alzheimer’s, she would recite this poem when she saw them. To me, they epitomise

the Lake district. Here in the UK, daffodils are known as Lent lilies because they tend to bloom between
Ash Wednesday and Easter. They are some of the first flowers we see in springtime and are a great
indicator that winter is over. Because of this they are seen to represent rebirth and new beginnings.
The daffodil (or narcissi) also has a few other interesting meanings that one might not be so familiar
with. They are also seen to represent creativity, inspiration, awareness and inner reflection,
forgiveness and vitality. If you give a bunch of narcissi to a loved one, it means “they are the only one”
and is said to ensure happiness… but make sure you give them as a bunch, because a single daffodil
represents misfortune!
Some believe that the name narcissum is derived from the Greek word “narkao” which means “to be
numb,” due to daffodil bulbs being poisonous to animals. There are a few different ideas surrounding
where the name daffodil comes from. One suggestion is that it is derived from the word
affodyle, meaning “that which comes early”.
A well-known Greek myth surrounding this flower is the tale by Ovid (a Roman poet). Narcissus was
the son of the River God, Cephissus, and the nymph Linoipe, and an incredibly handsome young man
who belittled those who loved him. He was walking in the wood when a mountain nymph called Echo
saw him. Attracted by his beauty she decided to follow him. When he shouted, “Who’s there?” Echo
responded by repeating his words back to him because that’s all she could do. Eventually she decided
to reveal herself and embrace him. He rejected her advances and told her to leave him alone.
Heartbroken, she spent the rest of her life roaming the woods until nothing was left but the sound of
her voice (an echo).
Learning of this, Nemesis- the Goddess of Revenge, decided to punish Narcissus by drawing him to a
stream where he saw his reflection. Unable to look away from such perfection, he fell in love with
it. When his love wasn’t reciprocated, he couldn’t bear to leave his reflection. After staring at it for a
few days, he grew exhausted, fell into the
stream and drowned. It is said that
daffodils are called narcissus because
they commonly grow on the banks of
streams and rivers where Narcissus
perished. Some believe that the way
daffodils bend their necks towards the
ground symbolises Narcissus bending
over to admire his image in the water, and
this is why daffodils are sometimes said
to represent vanity and unrequited
love. The psychological term narcissism
also comes from this tale, to describe
people who are attention-seeking and have a high opinion of themselves.
On a lighter note, daffodils are given to celebrate ten years of marriage because they symbolise joy,
cheerfulness and happiness. They are also used as a form of payment on the Isles of Scilly, where one
is sent to Prince Charles each year to cover the cost of rent for any unattended land! They were
introduced to the UK by the Romans in about 300 BC and there are now a whopping 13,000 varieties.

As we all know daffodils are the National Flower of Wales and are worn each year on St. David’s Day.
But what is not commonly known is that they are grown commercially in Wales for use in Alzheimer’s
medication. Which leads me back to memories of Mum and Wordsworth’s poem:
I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o’er vales and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle on the milky way,
They stretched in never-ending line
Along the margin of a bay:
Ten thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.
The waves beside them danced; but they
Out-did the sparkling waves in glee:
A poet could not be but gay,
In such a jocund company:
I gazed-and-gazed- but little thought
What wealth the show to me had brought.
For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.

07.04.1770 – 23.04.1850

Many thanks to Jenny Davis for this lovely piece.

Christian Meditation: Be Still and Know That I Am God
In 1975, John Main, OSB, opened the first Christian Meditation Centre at his monastery in London. He
had recovered a simple tradition of silent, contemplative prayer from the teachings of the early
Christian monks - the Desert Fathers. It soon became clear to him that this tradition had relevance
today, and not only for monks. He saw it as a way for the renewal of the church and the world.
For the Christian, the focus of meditation is Christ. This means that it is centred on the prayer of Christ
continuously poured forth in the Holy Spirit in the depth of each human being. This page is written by
Laurence Freeman, OSB, who says, "Meditation is the missing dimension of much Christian life today.
It does not exclude other types of prayer and indeed deepens reverence for the sacraments and
scripture."

Legend of Robin Red Breast
When Jesus was hanging on the cross, a plain brown robin happened by and saw how much
He suffered because of the nails in His hands and feet.
The robin felt sorry for Him. It flew to one of His hands and began trying to pull the nail loose.
He tried and tried, but it was a large spike driven deep into the wood.
It was some sight to see, this small bird trying so hard to do what everyone knew was
impossible. Those who were heckling Jesus started to make fun of the robin, too. They pointed at
him and made jokes.
But the more they laughed the harder the robin tried, pulling and straining for a long time
until, exhausted, he fell to the ground and lay there with his eyes closed, unable to fly or even stand.
Soon, Jesus writhed no more. He was dead. And the robin, so they thought, was dead, too.
When the robin awoke, all was quiet. He looked down at his breast and saw that it was
crimson with the blood of Jesus.
From that day on, the robin has borne the mark of mercy on its breast.

**********************************************************************************
The question is not, “How am I to find God?” but
“How am I to let myself be found by him?”
The question is not, “How am I to know God?” but
“How am I to let myself be known by God?”
And finally, the question is not, “How am I to love God?” but
“How am I to let myself be loved by God?”
God is looking into the distance for me, trying to find me, and longing to bring me home.
Henri Nouwen
The Return of the Prodigal Son : A Story of Homecoming

Many thanks to Caroline D’Arcy for the following updates!

CAFOD and Live Simply Update
Walking for Water
A huge thank you to everyone who joined in CAFOD’s Walk for Water Campaign, either by walking in
solidarity, donating or adding your prayers for those who have no choice but to walk miles to access
clean and safe water.
As a family, we took up the challenge and walked lots of miles in Lent, finishing with a 25- mile family
walk around the hills of Kendal on Easter Saturday (our longest family walk ever and only just making
it to the Easter Vigil Mass on time!). Thank you so much for your donations.
D'Arcy family walking for water
https://walk.cafod.org.uk/fundraising/darcy-family-walking-for-water

Join Pope Francis’ Call for Action on Debt
Again and again, Pope Francis has called for debt cancellation for the most vulnerable countries,
arguing this is critical because of “the severe impacts of the medical, social and economic crises they
face as a result of Covid-19.”
Governments from the G20 group of countries have already acted on calls for debt relief and have
suspended debt repayments from poorer countries during the pandemic. But most banks and
speculators have continued to demand every penny.
Countries such as Zambia and Chad have asked for a break from these repayments so that they aren’t
forced to choose between saving lives and replaying loans. But so far, they’ve been refused.
Call on big banks to #CancelTheDebt
Thank you for adding your voice to the campaign.

2021 is the Year to Reclaim Our Common Home
Liam Finn, Campaigns Manager at CAFOD, said:
“All of our lives have been turned upside down in the past year and we all want to
go back to normal as soon as possible. But the last thing we want to do is to go
back go back to the injustices and inequalities of the ‘old’ normal which have made
this crisis even worse.
“We in the UK have a massive part to play in building a better normal, calling on
Boris Johnson to show the leadership we desperately need at the key meetings
the UK is hosting this year.
“Pope Francis has spoken about how the start of the pandemic reminded us that
we’re all in the same boat as one global family.
“If we’re going to avoid repeating the mistakes of the past, that’s the crucial lesson
we need to show we've learnt in 2021.”
Reclaim our Common Home
Have you signed CAFOD’s new climate petition yet?
Please promote to family and friends!
https://e-activist.com/page/73304/petition/1

People are often unreasonable, illogical, and self-centered.
Forgive them anyway.
If you are kind, people may accuse you of selfish ulterior motives.
Be kind anyway.
If you are successful, you will win some false friends and some true enemies.
Succeed anyway.
If you are honest and frank, people may cheat you.
Be honest anyway.
What you spend years building someone could destroy overnight.
Build anyway.
If you find serenity and happiness, they may be jealous.
Be happy anyway.
The good you do today, people will often forget tomorrow.
Do good anyway.
Give the world the best you have, and it may never be enough.
Give the world the best you've got anyway.
You see, in the final analysis, it is between you and God.
It was never between you and them anyway.
St. Teresa of Kolkata

******************************************************************************
I am the one whose praise echoes on high.
I adorn all the earth.
I am the breeze that nurtures all things green.
I encourage blooms to flourish with ripening fruits.
I am led by the spirit to feed the purest streams.
I am the rain coming from the dew
that causes the grasses to laugh
with the joy of life.
I call forth tears.
I am the yearning for good.
Hildegard von Bingen

A Reflection on Mary Magdalene in the Garden
Mary sought out the disciples and told them about her experience. “I have seen the Lord,” she said,
certain of His real presence to her, certain of her deep relationship with God.
When I signed up to become a Sister of St. Joseph in my late teens, I was eager to deepen my
relationship with God and learn the “ways of the nuns” -- the ways of God, I hoped. How did they pray
and when? How did these women live closely together in peace? How did they find God? My second
day “on the job” in the convent, I learned something about how the Sisters kept God’s presence alive
within them throughout the day. It happened this way: Whenever the Sisters were gathered together
and at the precise moment at which the clock chimed the changing hour, the highest-ranking person
in the room was to announce reverently: “Let us remember the holy presence of God.” The rest of us
responded in unison, “We adore his divine majesty, all for Jesus, Mary and Joseph.” By “rank” I do not
mean “a position of importance” or even the “eldest among us.” Rank was determined by the day and
the hour at which each person had knocked on the Sisters’ door… and asked to freely place her life
into the hands of God. Rank didn’t have anything to do with power, privilege or prestige. It was simply
a way of keeping order -- perhaps a hint of military discipline. There was no posted list
announcing “rank”; one simply began to know it by instinct where one fit in the line-up.
If there was a social order in Galilee, I seriously doubt that Mary Magdalene knew anything about it.
And if there was such a practice called “rank,” it is unlikely that Mary Magdalene would have been
placed toward the top. Some thought that she had a “history”; that she was someone who might have
sinned. Mary might have been the subject of gossip.
On Easter Sunday morning, however, neither Jesus nor Mary Magdalene cared a wit
about “rank.” Mary was in the garden, intending to spend her time in mourning because she was
deeply grieving not only the death of Jesus, but also the brutal way in which he had died. She, a woman
and a loyal friend, was the first one to whom Jesus appeared and told his very good news -- that he
was indeed risen from the dead. It was Jesus who sent her to tell “his brothers” what had
happened. Rank or not, Jesus trusted her with the deepest wonder and mystery of his resurrection
from the dead.
From that powerful and precious moment in the garden, Mary Magdalene never again had reason to
question the real presence of God within her. Mary’s relationship with Jesus was personal and strong.
She would always and forever carry within her “the holy presence of God.” We can trust her message
and her word.
Sr. Eileen McNerney, CSJ

Kathleen Hargreaves has been sharing her father’s story with us. This issue we find him in
Normandy….

Wartime Memories of an English Soldier: Part 10
by Sapper Gerard Hargreaves
The way things were at that time, it would be hard to form an opinion as to the strength of the
faith of the people of Normandy, for where we were, most of the time there were no civilians living,
or very few. They had all cleared off to safer parts, and naturally everything was dismantled. We
hadn’t a chaplain of our own at that time, though we did come in contact with other chaplains. But
often as not [we] had to fend for ourselves as [far as] going to Mass was concerned.
We had very little difficulty in getting away for Mass unless things
were very pressing, when the permission would be grudgingly given…
but more about that eventually. What I want to say was that, as a rule,
we attended Mass at the nearest village church which was whole. But
from the attendance at church, you couldn’t judge the faith of the
people. However, in every bomb-damaged house were holy pictures
and crucifixes and always prayer books lying about, and that shows
some devotion to the faith. Here in this country, we came to wayside
shrines and statues of Our Lady in a grotto in a glass case, or of some
saint, but more frequently a large crucifix by the roadside.
You all no doubt followed the Falaise Gap and the terrible
slaughter there, but it had to be seen to be appreciated: the stench of
decaying flesh (human and animal)… dead cows, horses, etc. lying all over… and they were just left
lying. We buried many ourselves, but later I think they were going round burying them. Of course,
the usual wreckage of trucks, etc. by the roadside. We were certainly glad to get away from there.
We had to go on the Seine crossing and went in training for it. We were to tie rafting, but we
hadn’t long been training when the Americans were over, and then our men, so we were not needed.
We didn’t go on with the big rush immediately, though we had orders to rush up to Brussels. But they
were cancelled, and we spent some time in the small town of Gaillon. I was hoping to pay a visit to
Paris, but we weren’t allowed to go far then, and had plenty of work to do on bridges. Previous to this
I had on a few occasions been near to Lisieux but, unfortunately, they were still fighting there and so I
was unable to make it. These were days of hurry and move, and you didn’t have much time for
anything.
We stayed at Gaillon three weeks, I think, which was our longest stay anywhere since coming
over, our average stay in any particular place up ‘til then being about two days. During my stay there
we went to Mass at the local church, and I must say that the attendance at Mass was pretty poor for
a Catholic place. For the size of the place, the little church should have been packed, but it wasn’t.
However, it was pleasing to see families sitting together.
We left there, anyhow, and up through Belgium. We went through Brussels at night, so didn’t
see much of it then. The only part of Belgium I can speak of is Flanders, but I shall have more to say
about that later on. We spent quite a time there, but our destination at the moment was the
corridor(?) in Holland.

Going into Holland, you get the impression of a young
country: new houses, new buildings, bright paint and cleanliness.
Their houses are good to look at, with their various coloured roofs,
different designs and the fancy work of coloured glazed bricks. I
think they are well ahead in building and in lots of other things,
too, including education. I speak now of the Holland I know as
Southern Holland, called by the Dutch people “the Nederlands”.
We refer to the whole of Holland as the Netherlands.
Passing through such lands as this, I think you could hardly find a slum. Of course, there may
be towns which have just sprung up in recent years, but even what you might call an old town like
Tilburg didn’t seem to have any real slums. You were always given the impression by the press (and
people who were supposed to know) that before the war England had the highest standard of living in
Europe. I very, very much doubt that. Perhaps the wages were highest, but so were the prices. From
questions I asked and enquiries I made, I am sure that before the war in Holland there was a sufficiency
of everything and the cost of living was very low. Their houses were well-built and the furniture very
good in the homes of the working people.
At first sight, the people were well-dressed, and you wondered at this, for Holland suffered
worse under the German occupation than France or Belgium. But on inquiring, you would find that
they had not had a stitch of [new] clothing since the war. Yet their clothes looked good, though they
were probably five years or more old. You felt the cloth and asked the prices. Even to the untrained
eye and touch it was tip-top, and cost perhaps only about £3 previous to the war. A suit you would be
lucky to get for £10 pre-war. The same with footwear, though these were showing signs of need. The
people themselves would tell you that they were well-off before the war and you could see that. I
hesitate to think what a pre-war £3 suit would look like after five years' wear before this.
They were short of food now, though, and the Germans had taken everything they could lay
their hands on. Of course, many had buried a lot of their stuff and got away with it. All had been taken
except those which had been buried. Most bicycles had gone, and those who had one rode on the
rims as there were no tyres. The black market was rife. Most young men who had not gone into hiding
had been whipped off to Germany for forced labour. They would knock on the door in the middle of
the night and haul them out of bed. Some people didn’t care for the Dutch, but I liked them fine, and
I am sure that they couldn’t have been better towards us. They hadn’t much to offer, but they would
always give us a bed, and their homes were always open to us.
In France, the churches were all old and the attendance poor. Here it was different: the
churches were new and packed to the door at all Masses on Sunday morning. And a pleasing feature
was the number of young people to be seen, especially young men. For small parish churches, I think
the interior of the Dutch churches are the best I’ve seen. In one small place called Grave, hardly more
than a village, the beauty of the church took my breath away. The statues and paintings were very
beautiful, and the carved wood pulpit about the best I had seen. You got the impression that the
people had put their best into it, and that applied to all the fine churches of Holland. Certainly no
expense had been spared, and they were fine buildings.

...more next issue

“I think spring is inside me. I feel spring awakening. I feel it in my entire body and soul…. I’m in a
state of utter confusion, don’t know what to read, what to write, what to do. I only know that I’m
longing for something.”
Anne Frank: “The Diary of a Young Girl”

**********************************************************************************

Merton Corner

Be content that you are not yet a saint, even though you realise that the only thing worth living for is
sanctity. Then you will be satisfied to let God lead you to sanctity by paths that you cannot
understand. You will travel in darkness in which you will no longer be concerned with yourself and
no longer compare yourself to other men. Those who have gone by that way will have finally found
out that sanctity is in everything and that God is all around them; they suddenly wake up and find
that the joy of God is everywhere.
Thomas Merton in New Seeds of Contemplation

**********************************************************************************
The weak can never forgive; forgiveness is the attribute of the strong.
Mahatma Gandhi

